
Take action on injustices and petition to Parliament 
3 messages

Nicholas Grech <nicho.grech@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 3, 2022 at 8:28 PM
To: jonathan.c.attard@gov.mt

Minister of Justice, Jonathan Attard,

Some weeks ago you was fast in condemnng the threats addressed to Magistrate Nadine Lia. But I am pretty sure it
would not be the case the other way round, a magistrate having threatened the accused in a court room in a court sitting,
as happened to me and am still suffering repercussions to this day, in particular considering this magistrate, the now
retired Carol Peralta, happens to be your facebook friend and, as can be expected, much much more than that. For sure
you would rather leave me the man in the street innocently locked, kidnapped, drugged up and abused at leisure, than in
any way incriminate such a big head such a close friend of yours, you would rather incriminate yourself for him cover up
his crimes than take it against him, as did others before you, as has always been the trend in corrupt Malta where big
heads and their friends of friends are above the law enjoy complete impunity ending up all scratching each others' back
covering up the abuses of each other.

Just to further confirm this and the stuff you are made of, as Minister of Justice, in the face of so many injustices I had to
suffer over the span of more than 2 decades and am still suffering, I ask you to take immediately the necessary steps and
submit to the Parliament you are member of, in my name, the petition below:

TITLE OF PETITION
Put an end once forever to the total impunity some persons in high positions in Malta and their friends of friends enjoy
being above the law and above everyone and in particular punish heavily cover up of crimes.

GRIEVANCE
Many things have been said for years about corruption in Malta, be it with PN or PL in Government, but what is even worse
is that when you hear them shouting about impunity, rule of law, corruption and all the beautiful words, it matters only to
local politicians trying to take revenge of each other, for when these injustices and abuses concern the man in the street,
rest assured they remain completely silent, and through their silence and inaction don't bother at all in making themselves
complicit for they know they will be just as well covered up in their crimes for having similarly covered up persons in high
positions and their friends of friends. Malta has always been that corrupt country and failed democracy, where owing to
its small size, people in high positions end all becoming friends of friends, all covering up the abuses of each other, and
God forbid you have to take it against one of them because they will make your life hell, you will find all guns pointed
towards you, as they have long been doing with me.

To come to the point, I had a court case way back in 2001 where amongst so many abuses, the Magistrate in front of
whom my case was being heard, ended threatening me in a court room in a court sitting with the words "don't respond me
because I will smash you against the wall" (hence the name of my website). I have amongst others my sister  and her
husband as witnesses of the incident and even a letter from the commission for the administration of justice which
deplored his acts but never took action against him, and left me to fraudulently be discredited as the mental (the stroke of
a pen and false testimony what was needed, in Psychiatry there is absolutely no scientific evidence on which to base their
diagnoses, say brain scan, etc.) so that I will never be in a position to uncover the abuses that easily and be believed,
everyone ends taking me with a pinch of salt despite the multitude of evidence and documents I have to prove my point.
This had repercussions on my 2nd court case of 2014 where my case happened to be heard in front of the same
magistrate, who instead of recusing himself, took the opportunity to have his utmost revenge on me for having in the past
reported him to the mentioned commission (and ended forced go exile himself for some 9 years from 2003 to 2012 go
work abroad as Magistrate in Bosnia / Kosovo) by appointing the same Psychiatrists who had way back in my 1st court
case saved him the career. So much everything was premeditated, had an unfair trial, had to suffer yet again another
miscarriage of justice, that in their premeditated and so perfectly planned revenge on me, even a simple date, the date the
sentence was given 26-Jun-14, not a day before nor a day after, was CHOSEN SPECIFICALLY to make me have bad
memories, to serve as a reminder of the revenge the magistrate had long been waiting of doing on me from my 1st court
case, be simply a continuation of it, amongst of the injustices and humiliation I suffered in my 1st Court case, had to
suffer even more in my 2nd one. I have been reporting the many abuses I suffered over the years to various local
institutions and authorities including the Police, Police Commissioner himself, Medical Council, Ombudsman,
Commissioner for mental health, Chairman of Psychiatry, CEO of MCH, Victims Support Unit (guess, headed by wife of
current Police Commissioner), Commissioner for standards in public life (regarding a Minister who intentionally politically
discriminated against me as one who had given me a politically motivated transfer on placework 2 weeks before my



arrest had associated me with "Daphne"), Auditor / PAC / PCAC / Min. of Finance (re. wastage upon wastage upon
wastage of taxpayers money at MCH), Archivers (re. "dumping" of MCH historical documents in inadequate places), PA
(re. illegal works at MCH or works which were not yet covered by a permit), Heritage institution / Burials (re. destruction
once forever of many naturally mummified cadavers that once existed in my hometown Mosta church crypt, in particular
one identified as possibly my grandfather), Enemalta (re. malpractices on place of work to take "extra pay for which you
are not entitled" at taxpayers' expense), Rector of UOM (re. one of its most prominent Prof. Dean has been asking for over
a decade on his blog to have me killed crucified as an example of what he means by "social wellbeing"), etc. [all these are
uploaded online documented in emails I sent, photos / videos I took as evidence, etc.], but no one took action and it is
PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE to find a lawyer or someone who is ready to expose the abuses of his friend, his friend of
friends, his superior for example such big head of a magistrate (now ex magistrate after he retired), they reason it rather
be friend with such big heads a magistrate, a psychiatrist, a dean, etc., than with me the accused and for so long having
been maliciously and fraudulently labeled amongst others the mental, surely not worth the risk of taking it against such
persons of power to end up suffering the same fate, hatred and repercussions as me, for sure not. Despite all obstacles
(drugged up with pills / injections in higher doses with very severe lethal side effects, denied leave, kept locked abducted
kidnapped, even when knowing I am locked on a wrong court reports conclusion), I have even set up a website (
https://tinyurl.com/m6bpuztk just in case you are suspicious of the link, you can google search my name "nicholas grech"
and comes up the first one my website) where I ask you to investigate, to AT LEAST see 1) the introduction and 2) the
links within to the many documents and evidence I uploaded to further prove my point to get a small glimpse of the many
abuses I had to suffer over the span of 2 decades (the irony is that I uploaded so much evidence [a whole bible of
evidence, have literally done the Police job of investigation] and am not believed, others lie blatantly in court without any
evidence and despite their so many contradictions are believed, by a magistrate who was an accomplice because he had
so much to lose, by friends of friends who prefer friendship than integrity to the position they occupy by covering up such
severe crimes). Had I dared write something untrue or distorted in my website which now has been online for more than 4
years, rest assured they would have massacred me with libel cases, with the court being their playing ground, with the
friends of friends they have, but since they cannot deny evidence and truth, they are instead destroying drugging
poisoning me with higher dosages, keeping me kidnapped, psychologically torture me keeping me continuously locked
not even access to fresh air or to the hospital's main garden, let alone to the leave I was given by the Minister on
recommendations of the relevant Committee, etc.

As a further proof of the impunity people in high positions in Malta enjoy, take the case also of the newly elected
president of the European Parliament, Roberta Metsola. She had made a fuss when years ago an old man said in a
facebook comment she deserved to be burnt alive, but when regarding me someone very influential in Malta in his 24x7
online blog issued a call that I be killed crucified based on unfounded hatred towards me, she made herself complicit
covered up the abuses by remaining completely silent and even when I sent her a link to my website several months ago.
So much she has double standards like most of our local politicians, etc. Imagine a bishop remaining silent in the face of
damning evidence of abuses by a priest what a crusade the media would make of the bishop or imagine the victim
reports it to the Police and they do nothing or shy away saying it is the responsability of the bishop - it is called cover up
of crime, corruption by omission, etc.

ACTION REQUEST
Issue a stop to the baseless, unjustified, deliberate and systematic drugging (poisoning, ruining my health) of me, free me
from abduction, and instead seek imprisonment to those who committed so much blatant abuses on me, make them face
justice and be held responsible especially for doing them when expert in law know what is wrong and not and / or not only
used their high positions to cover up crimes and thus made themselves complicit but also earned a salary at taxpayers
expence only to do the opposite of what they were were obliged to do. Make cover up of crime punishable with life
imprisonment, confiscation of all their assets in favour of their victims, and remove time limits (period of prescription)
within which a lawsuit must be brought, especially when the abuse/s was reported within short time but authorities failed
to intervene, even more when the victim was under threat, held hostage from reporting. Reform the Court so that law is
really the same with everyone, everyone equal in front of the law, apply the law equally with everyone, and prohibit once
forever the Court from intentionally keep prolonging the cases keep dragging its feet (justice delayed is justice denied) at
the expense of the victims, in particular when the culprits are those big heads and friends of friends.

CLOSING REMARKS
Action should be taken for Malta being so corrupt since ever, impunity galore with persons in high positions at the
expense of their victims and with such blatant violations of human rights on me in particular. Over the span of 2 decades I
suffered almost all sort of abuses, from frame ups by Police, to character assassinations with the most unfounded
accusations; from false testimony perjury simply with the stroke of a pen labeling me with the most chronic severe
mental ilnesses to discredit threaten me, to favouritisms because my opponent happened to be an ex-registrar of the
courts (my 2001 1st court case), because the Police had to save their face (my 2014 2nd court case) in what was their
most humiliating case in their entire history worldwide; from the most sadistic intentionally unfounded hate speech on me
by media and by a supposed Professor Dean to have me crucified, to ending threatened by a magistrate in a court room in
a court sitting; from one miscarriage of justice to another; from trial by the media and having my cases prejudiced, to
ending maliciously labeled the mental and drugged up to save the magistrate and the friends of friends who covered each
other up the career; from denied the right of a fair hearing, to ending as a result kidnapped abducted for so long for so
many years and drugged at lesiure; from stereotyped maliciously as a mental made voiceless without dignity, to abused

https://tinyurl.com/m6bpuztk


further and at leisure knowing with this stigma everyone ends taking me with a pinch of salt; from calling for help (report
to the authorities concerned) but no one hears my cries (instead cover up the abuses); from blaming me the victim the
man in the street, to excusing covering up the real culprits the big heads; for had the accusations of my 2nd court case
been done appropriately and had I not the malicious label of a mental from my 1st court case, the most I could have got
was a suspended sentence, yet have already passed more than 8 years and am still innocently locked kidnapped
abducted, while the real culprits are running scot free; and so on and so forth.

By helping me you will also be helping others victims of the system. "What we do in life (in particular if it is written and
documented, and corroborated with evidence upon evidence), echoes in eternity". For you may avoid being judged by this
generation, but will for sure be judged by history if you fail to act. In this so corrupt country since ever, I have almost lost
hope in everyone and everything, but in one thing I have still not lost hope completely, that be it in this life (if I manage to
survive) or afterwards, one day truth will prevail.

Nicholas Grech
ID no.: 435076M

Nicholas Grech <nicho.grech@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 7, 2022 at 9:47 AM
To: info@karolaquilina.com

Dr. Karol Aquilina,

Given that the Minister of Justice Jonathan Attard didn't bother to do anything, what action will you take from your part, as
the opposition shadow minister for justice, on the blatant abuses, injustices and violation of human rights I have since
long been suffering? See forwarded email.

Nicholas Grech
[Quoted text hidden]

Nicholas Grech <nicho.grech@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 7, 2022 at 1:14 PM
To: karol@karolaquilina.mt

[Quoted text hidden]


